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Abstract 

The problem of optimal approximate system identification is addressed with a newly defined measure 
of misfit between observed time series and linear time-invariant models. The behavioral framework is used 
as a suitable axiomatic setting for a non-parametric introduction of system complexity and allows for a 
notion of misfit of dynamical systems which is independent of system representations. The misfit function 
introduced here is characterized in terms of the induced norm of a Hankel operator associated with the 
data and a co-inner kernel representation of a model. Sets of Pareto optimal models are defined as feasible 
tradeoffs between complexity and misfit of models and it is shown how classes of Pareto optimal models 
are obtained as exact models of compressed data sets obtained from Hankel norm approximations of data 
matrices. This leads to new conceptual algorithms for optimal approximate identification of time series. 
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1 Introduction 

The problem of identifying models from observed time series is of paramount importance in identification 
theory and is at the basis of many investigations in descriptive sciences, control and estimation theory. A 
key issue in model identification is to find i compromise between model accuracy and model complexity. 
Accurate models are characterized by their ability to reproduce time series of a data generating system with 
high precision whereas the complexity of a model is an indicator of the size (or dimensiori) of the family of 
independent time series which a model is able to explain. Intuitively, it seems logical to formalize a system 
identification framework in which simple and accurate models are preferred above complex and imprecise 
models. With well defined nQtions of complexity and misfit, the central issue in system identification is 
therefore the question of approximating data with accurate and low complexity models. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present new criteria for model accuracy and model complexity and to study 
their implications for the approximate model identification problem. Contrary to the prevailing approaches in 
this area, we will neither assume an input-output structure on the observed data nor on the class of candidate 
models. The motivation for such an input -output independent approach stems from the practical consideration 
that in many modeling problems the input-output (or causality) structure of a set of selected variables may qe 
unknown or unclear. In this paper we will adopt the behavioral framework [9, 10, 11] to discuss deterministic 
identification problems-in which input and output variables are not displayed explicitly or, stated otherwise, 
play an entirely symmetric role. This ~ymmetric treatment of system variables allows a symmetric way of 
treating noise characteristics. This means that in principle noise cau be added to all system variables and not 
only to outputs of the system. However, we will not make specific assumptions on noise, but rather interpret 
noise as a specific part of the data which results from errors in the approximation of data by a model. 

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. A notion of misfit between an observed time 
series and a linear time-invariant model is introduced which is independent of representations of models. 
The misfit resembles a data weighted gap distance between the model and the behavior of a specific linear 
tline-invariant model which is exact for the given data. As such, the minimization of the misfit function cau be 
seen as a model approximation problem. It is shown that this misfit measure can be expressed. as the Hankel 
norm of an operator which is associated with the data and with co-inner kernel representations of the model. 
With this characterization, the misfit between data and model can actually be comput~. Together with a 
suitable notion of model complexity, the misfit function defines for any observed time series a set of Pareto 
optimal models which distinguish the optimal achievable lyvels of complexity and misfit. Roughly speaking, 
a model is said to be Pareto optimal with respect to a given time series if all models of smaller complexity 
have a larger misfit (Le., are less accurate) and all models of smaller misfit have larger complexity. In this 
paper we will characterize Pareto optimal models for a given data set and show that these models are obtained 
by performing optimal Hankel norm reductions. It is a key result of this'paper that all optimal approximate 
models of given compiexity and tolerated misfit correspond to the class of exact models of data sets obtained 
from Hankel norm approximations of the original data. 

The paper is organized as· follows. Some notation is introduced at the end of this section. Notions of 
complexity and misfit of dynamical systems are introduced in Section 2. In this section we further state 
the main problem of interest by formalizing Pareto optimal models. Model representations are discussed in 
Section 3. Characterizations of model complexity and misfit in terms of kernel representations are provided 
in this section. We proceed with the theoretically important problem of exact identification in Section 4. 
Main results on approximate system identification are presented in Section 5. Conclusions are formulated in 
Section~6. . 

The notation used in the paper is'standard. For any integer q > 0 and subset of integers T S; Zwe denote by 
£2(T, lR q) thesetoffunctionsw: T ~ lRqorwhich 

\I w II~:= L II wet) 112 < 00. 

lET. 

Here, II . II is the standard Euclidean norm in lRq• If dimensions of objects are understood from the context 
. we write £t for £2(Z+. lRq) and £:; for £2(Z-, lR~. Here, Z+ = {t E Zit ~ O} and Z_ is the complement 
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of Z+ in Z. Let £2 denote the space of all Complex valued functions which are square integrable on the unit 
circlelD:= {z Eel Izl = I}. Any such function W can be expanded as a Laurent series 

00 

w(z) = L w(t)z-t (1.1) 
1:-00 

with z E C and W E i2. The Hardy space 'Hi consists of all square integrable functions on ID with analytic 
continuation outside the unit circle (including (0). The orthogonal complement of 'Hi in £2 will be denoted 
'Hi.. The canonical projections from £2 to 'Hi· and 'Hi. will be denoted by II+ and II_, respectively. 'Ht and 
1l~ denote the Hardy spaces of complex valued functions which are bounded on the unit circle with analytic 
continuation in Izl > 1 and Izl < 1, respectively. We will use the prefix n to denote rational elements of 
Hardy spaces, i.e" '81li, n1l~~ etc. It is assumed that i2, ii, (.i., £2, 'Hi and 1li. are equipped with their 
natural inner products which are all denoted by (', .). The context will indicate which inner product is meant. 

2 Problem formulation 

Consider a finite set o(real valued multivariable time-series 

E2.1) 

where N > 0 is the number of observed time-series, T S; Z is the time set and lR q with q > 0 is the space in 
which the observed variables take their values. This paper concerns the-fu~damental Problem to find optiInaJ 
models which explain the data (2.1). Here, by a model we will mean a linear time-invariant dynamical system; 
optimal will mean the best possible trade-off between the objectives of low complexity and high accuracy 
models; and explaining data will be understood in the sense that the observed time~series Wi, i = 1, . .. , N, 
admits a decomposition 

Wi =W; +w7 (2.2) 

where wi represents the part of w which satisfies the constraints imposed by a linear time-invariant dynamical 
system and wi' represents the noise, the unexplained part of the observed time-series. We will make these 
concepts precise in the next few subsections. 

Throughout, it will be assumed that the time set T = Z+ and that the observed time-series are square 
summable, i.e., Wi E 12(Z+, IR~ for i = 1, ... , N. In that case, the z-transform Wi of Wi as defined in (1.1) 
exist for all i ... , N and the data (2.1) can be represented in the frequency domain by defining 

(2.3) 

which is an element of the Hardy spaCe 'Hi. It is clear that the z-transform defines a bijection between W 
and the data matrix [WI.. . WN].· ~ 

2.1 Dynamical systems 

Following the framework of Willems [9, 11] a model, or a (discrete time) dynamical system is a subset B of 
the set of all functions W : T -7 S defined on a time set T C Z and taking values in a Signal space S. That 
is, a dynamical system is a subset of time series B S; ST. Throughout this paper we consider discrete time 
systems defined for positive time, i.e., T = Z+ and with finite diIhensional real valued signal spaces S = lRq, 

with q > 0 denoting the number of components in the time series. Of special interest will be the class of i2 
systems which is defined as follows. 
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Definition 2.1 A (dis~ete time) dynamical system B is call~ an i2 -system if B is a closed1 subset of ii . 

A system B is called linear if B is a real linear subspace of WT , it is said to be time-invariant if 0' B ~ B. 
Here, 0' denotes the usual shift [O'w](t) = wet + 1). A dynamical system is said to be i2-complete if the 
collection of all finite truncations of system trajectories define the system, that is if 

{ w E ii, wl[o.l) E BI[o.t) for all t E Z+} ===> {w E B} . 

(See also [11]). We will focus on the model class of linear, time-invariant and i2 -complete dynamical systems 
and denote this model class by ~, i.e. . 

~ := {B §; ei I B is linear, time-invariant and i2-complete } . 

Since i2-completeness of subsets B ~ ii implies closedness of B in the standardi2 topology, we have 
that IR\z defines a model class of i2 systems. The interest in this specific model class stems from the fact 
that elements in I!lI.2 admit simple representations in tenns of rational operators (see Theorem 3.2 below) 
and, more importantly, due to the isomorphism between the Hilbert spaces ei and 'Hi elements in I!lI.2 can 
equivalently be considered in the frequency domain by defining, for each B E 1R\z, 

B := { W E 'Hi "I wEB} 

whe~e W is the z-transform·defined in (1.1). Clearly, B is a linear subspace of 'Hi which is shift-invariant in 

the sense thatB'B ~ B where [uw](z) = zw(z) - zw(oo). \ ./ 

Further,asystemB E.1R\z is said to be autonomous if there exists at > Osuch that the mapping Jt't : B -+ BI[o.t), 
defined by the restriction Jt't( W ):= wi [O.t], is injective. 

2.2 Model complexity 

In order to formalize a feasible approximate modeling problem we will specify the complexity of a system 
B E IR\z together with a criterion of misfit which expresses to what extent a model fails to explain a given 
data set. Roughly speaking, the complexity of a model is a measure for the number of degrees of freedom 
to specify the trajectories which the model conceives. The more degrees of freedom a model has, the more 
trajectories this model may generate, the higher its complexity will be. We choose a measure of complexity 
which reftec~ the number of independent time series which a system can generate in a time window of given 
length. 

Definition 2.2 The complexHy c(B) of a dynamical system B E I!lI.2 is the pair of integers c(B) = (m, n) 
which satisfy 

dim(Bl!o.t-lj) = mt + n 

for all t ;;::: n. 
; 

(2.4) 

The numbers m and n are well defined in this way (see e.g. [7] pp. 16 or [10] Theorem 25) and have simple 
system theoretic interpretations. m indicates the dimension of the subspace of the external signal space ~q 
which is not restricted in any time interval by the laws of B. One can therefore think of m as the dimension of 
the input -space of the model B.. The number n corresponds to the degree of freedom due to initial conditions 
of B. That is, n equals the state space dimension in any minimal state space representation of B. 

It seems reasonable to declare a model B1 less complex than a model B2 if it allows less trajectories per time 
window. That is, if 

the 12 topology. 
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for all time t ;?: O. Due to the characterization (2.4) this mQtivates a lexicographic ordering on system 
complexities, i.e., if C(Bl) = (ml, nl) and c(B2) = (m2, n2) then 

In particular, this ordering leads to the property that 

Bl ~ B2 ==> c(B1) ::;; C(B2) 

or 

and implies that autonomous systems (m = 0) are always less complex than non-autonomous systems. 

2.3 The misfit 

Consider the data matrix (2.3) and an element B E Iffi:l. The orthogonal complement of B in it is denoted B1. 
and is defined as 

B1..:={VE,it I (W,V) = o for all W EB}. / 

The orthogonal complement B1. will be referred to as the set of laws of the model B. 81. is the set of 
z-transformed elements of B1. or, equivalently, the orthogonal complement of fj in 'lit. The discrepancy 
between model aud data is defined as follows .. 

Definition 2.3 The misfit between a model B E Iffi:l and the data. W is defined as 

" { (Wx, v) A1. _} 
deB. W) := sup IIxil IIvll I v E B , X E 1f2 (2.5) 

w~ere the inner product is the usual inner product in £2 and the nonns are the standard nonns in the Hilbert 
spaces 1ft and 'li:; . 

r 

This misfit criterion bas the following interpretation. A model B E Iffi:l is assumed to be a closed, linear and 
time-invariant subset of it . This means that linear combinations and left-shifted versions of any (finite) set 
of trajectories {Wi E B I i I, ... ,N}, also belong to B. If we aiin to model the data (2.1) using linear, 
time-invariant models, it seems therefore reasonable to consider all linear combinations and left-shifts of the 
time-series (2.1). In particular, 

(2.6) 

defines a linear, left-shift-invariant i2 system which is exact for the data (2.1) in the sense that Wi E B for 
i = I, ... , N. By viewing W as a multiplicative operator mapping elements of 1f:; into elements of £2, the 
set (2.6) ~ be generated as the image of W. Indeed, if we write W = TI_ W + TI+ W then the image of W 
is naturally decomposed into the orthogonal sets W_ := TI_ W1f:; and W+ := TI+ W1i:;. The latter, W+, 
is clearly a shift-invariant subspace of 1ft with the property that Wi E W+ for i = 1, ... ,N. Its closure 
W + = 80 • Since B1. consists of all continuous linear functionals on i2 which vanish at B, .the values of (w, v) 
with normalized elements W E Bo and v E B1. indicate to what ~tent the laws implied by the model B fail 
to explain the exact model Bo of the data. The misfit (2;5) is therefore the maximum discrepancy between 
laws v E B1. implied by accepting the model B and data points in the exact linear time-invariant model Bo 

; explaining the data. ) 

Remark 2.4 Note thatd(B. W) ;?: 0 and deB, W) = 0 if and only if Wi E B for i = 1, ... , N. Further, the 
implication 
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is immediate from the definition and, using the notation above, d(Bo. W) = 0. Finally, it is important to 
observe that the misfit (2.5) is independent of representations of systems B E ~. A characterization of the 
misfit in terms of system representations is one of the central results of the next section. 

The misfit (2.5) can equivalently be viewed as a distance measure between Bo and a model B E ~. To see 
this, consider the £2 system Bo defined above and equip 80 with the data weighted norm 

/I w IIw:= inf { II x III x E lti. w = II+ Wx }. 

The following proposition is then immediate from Definition 2.3. 

Proposition 2.S If B E ~ and W E 1ft tIlen 

. { (w. v) ..L } 
deB. W) = sup IIwllw IIvll I v E B • wE Bo (2.7) 

( 

Remark 2.6 It is interesting to point out the relation between the expression (2.7) and the gap between the 
two closed subspaces B E ~ and Bo 5; it. The gap [4, 5] is defined as 

{ 
(w. v) J. } 

g(B.Bo):=sup Uwllilyll I VEB,WEBo . (2.8) 

By Proposition 2.5, the misfit d therefore incorporates a weighting along the principal axes of the image of 
II+ Wunder 1f"i and can be interpreted as a data-weighted gap. We would like to emphasize the importance 
of this data-weighting for applications of the misfit (2.5) in system identification. Indeed, if we consider the ' 
example of an Observed scalar valued time series wet) = )..~ + E)..~, with t E Z+, I)..il < I, i = 1,2 and 
E > 0, then w E it and the linear span of the time series)..i and)"~ defines the exact model Bo in (2.6). It 
bas complexity c(Bo) = (0.2). A lower order approximate model obtained by minimizing the gap (2.8) over 
all BE ~ with complexity c(B) = (0. 1) would therefore result in a model which does not depend on the 
value of E. That is, for small E > 0, the relative weight of the component)..~ of the data sequence w is not 
discriminated by the gap criterion. However, in the misfit-criterion (2.5) it is. 

2.4 Optimal models 

The mainstream approach to the approximate modeling problem amounts to minimizing a misfit criterion 
subject to a complexity constraint on the class of admissible models. An equally interesting paradigm amounts 
to finding models with minimal complexity subject to a maximal tolerated level of misfit. Both approaches 
involve a trade-off between the desirable objectives of low complexity and small misfit. In the context of the 
notions of complexity and misfit introduced in this section these objectives can be combined by considering , 
a notion of Pareto optimality. 

Definition 2.7 A model B"'" E ~ is called Pareto optimal1'or tile data W if for all B E ~ tile implications 

c(B) ~ c(B""') d(B. W) ~ d(B'!. W) 
d(B. W) ~ d(B""'. W) ===} c(B) ~ c(B""') 

hold simultaneously. 

Hence, a model is Pareto optimal with respect to the data (2.1) if all models of smaller complexity have 
larger misfit, and all models of smaller misfit have larger complexity. The main result of this paper is a 
characterization of Pareto optimal models for a data set W. We will show that Pareto optimal models can be 
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obtained as exact models, i.e. models with zero misjit;of a data set W' which is derived from W. The main 
implica,tion of this result is that a family of optimal approximate models can be easily generated' as the class 
of 'exact models of a related data set. 

We remark that any Pareto optimalmodel8opt with complexity c(8opt) = (m, n) and misfitd(SOpt, W) = q 

Provides a solution to two relat~ identification problems; 

IP-l: Given data represented by W E 'Iii together with a pair of integers (m,n), find models 8 E lE.z of 
complexity c(6) ~ (m, n) such that themisfitd(8, W) is minimized. ' 

IP-2: Given data represented by W E 'Iii together with a misfit level q ~ 0, find models 8 ElE.z of misfit 
d(8, W) ~ q such that the complexity c(8) is'minimized. 

3 Rational representations of £2 systems 

The above identification problems were formalized independent of system representations. This has an 
obvious advantage, as optimal models will not depend on specific parameterizations of model sets. However, 
for computational purposes system representations will.play a crucial role. In this section we first discuss 
representations of systems 8 E lE.z. Specifically, the moderset lE.z is characterized as the set of systems which 
can be represented as the kernel of a rational operator. We then show that complexity and misfit admit simple 
characterizations in terms of kernel representations. 

3.1 Kernel representat~ons 

Let 8 E 'R'Ii-;"'. Corresponding to 8 we define a continuous linear operator 8 : 'Iii -+ £2 defined by the 
multiplication . . . 

(8w)(z) = 8(z)w(z) 

where z E C. We associate with each such 8 a model 8 which consists of those w E'lii for which 8w 
belongs to 'liz. Formally, 

8I««8):= {w E 1ii I 8w E 1i;} 
= { W E 1ii I I1+8w O} (3.1) 

= kerI1+8 

Obviously, 81«< (8) is a linear shift-invariant and closed subset of Hi. I~ inverse I.-transformS"" (8) belongs 
to ~ and coincides with the kernel of a convolution operator. Specifically, if 

00 

8(1.) = 'L 8kZ-k 
I 

k=-oo 

is the Laurent series expansion of 8 with Z E C and 8k E jRgxq then, as 8 E 'R'Ii-;"', 8k = 0 for k > 0 and 
the map 8(q) : ei -+ ei defined by the convolution 

00 

[8(q)w](t) := L 8 t -kW(k). 
k=O 

is well defined and 

8 ... (8) := ker 8(q) (3.2) 

isa time domain representation of (3.1). A subset 8 S ei [or 8 S 'Iii] is said to have a kemel representation 

if there exists 8 E 'R'Ii-;'" such that 13 = 8",,(8) [or 8 = 8",,(8)]. 
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Remark 3.1 We emphasize that in the present setting the values of signals W E Bb:«e) are not constrained 
to be zero at time instances t E Z_. Elements of ei should therefore not be thought of as signals W E e2 
which vanish for t E Z_. It is a feature of the present setting that autonomous systems, systems with transient 
phenomena, non-controllable systems and systems with non-zero initial conditions are naturally considered. 

\ 
The following result is of crucial importance as it precisely characterizes the model class ~ as those systems 
which admit" rational kernel" representations. For a proof we refer to [14] or [15]. " 

Theorem 3.2 The following statements are equivalent 

1. BE~ 

2. B admits a rational kernel representation, i.e. there exists e E n1f~ such that B = Bb:«e). 

A characterization of subsystems and system equivalence is given in the following result. 

Theorem 3.3 For i = 1,2, let ei E n1i~ be a full rank kernel representation of Bi = Bb:«ei). Then 

1. B1 S B2 ifand only ifthere exists U En1i~ such that e2) = Ue1. '-

2. B1 = B2 ifand only if there exists a unit- U E n1i~ such th~te2 = Ue1. 

Proof. See [14] or [15]. o 

An operator e E n1i~ is said to be co'-inner if it is norm preserving on the orthogonal complement of its 
kernel or, equivalently, ifee~ = I wh~re e~{z) := e T (Z-1). " 

Corollary 3.4 Every B E ~ admits a kernel representation Bb:«e) where e E n1i~ is co-inner. 

Proof. By theorem 3.2 every B E ~ can be represented as B = B\;er(e) where e E n1i~ has full rank. 
It is well known [8] that any such e can be factorized as e = eoei where eo E n1i~ is a square matrix 
with rank(eoO.» constant for all 1).1 ~ 1 and ei is co-inner. The result then follows from Theorem 3.3 by 
observing that U := e;;1 is a unit in n1i~. 0 

3.2 Characterization of system complexity 

There exists a simple relation betweyn the complexity of a system and the complexity of its representation. 
Let the complexity of a kernel representation e E n1i~ of B E ~ be its McMillan degree deg(e). 

\ " 

Theorem 3.5 Let e E n1i~ be a co-inner kernel representation of BE ~. Then the following statements 
are equivalent 

1. c(BL= (m, n). 

2. m = q - rank(e) and n = deg(e). 

The proof of Theorem 3.5 is rather involved and beyond the scope of this paper. We refer to [14] for details 
or [10] (Section 22}for similar results in terms of polynomial representations. 

\ 

2 A unit U in n:}-{~ is a square matrix with entries in n 1-l~ whose inverse U ~ 1 exists and also belongs to n 1-l~. 
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Remark 3.6 Recall that the number q in Theorem 3.5 is the din!ension of the signal space of interest (as 
defined in (2.1» In view of the interpretation ofm,the number p = rank(6) corresponds to the number of 
outputs of the system 8",,(6). Theorem 3.5 shows that complex systems are represented by (co-inner) kernel 
representations 6 of low rank and large McMillan degree. Complex systems therefore satisfy a small number 
of independent equations, while each equation has a relatively large McMillan degree . 

. Remark 3.7 Itis an interesting consequence of Theorem 3.5 that all co-inner kernel representations of 
systems B E lffi:z have equal McMillan degree which is moreover a minimal number in the class of all kernel 
representations of B. 

3.3 Characterization of the misfit 

The following result is crucial in the sequel and relates the misfit (2.5) to the Hankel norm of a specific 
operator. Let G be a matrix whose entries are analytic on the unit circle J[]), Le. G 'E £00' Corresponding to 
G one can define the operator norms 

II G 11
'- II n_Gx II 

H .- sup . 
- XE'W II x II 

2 

Then II Gil H+ is the induced norm of the Hankel operator t~ := IT+ GIT_ viewed as a multiplicative operator 
from £2 to 1ft. Similarly, IIGIIH_ is the induced norm oithe Hankel operator ro := IT_GIT+ mapping 
£2 to its range in 1(:;'. The norms are, respectively, referred to as the positive and negative Hankel norms 
associated with G. The following theorem is the main result of this section and shows that the misfit function 
(2.5) can be computed as the Hankel norm of an operator. 

" 
Theorem 3.8 Let 6 E 'R 1f~ be a co-inner kernel representation of B E lffi:z. Then 

deB, W) = II 6W liH+ = IIlr6~ IIH_ . 

where6~(z):= 6 T(z-1). 

Proof. First note that with 6 co-inner, 

where we used that 6~ is norm preserving and that 

B",,(6) = {w E 1fi I (6w, v) = 0 for all v E 1fi} 
= {w E H; I (w. 6~v) = 0, for all v E 1fi} 

== (im6~).L 

together with rationality of 6 (this yields that im 6~ is closed) implies that im 6~ = ,B.L. Deleting the hats, 
we can write 

. nIT- W~vll 
IIYls.LIIH_:= sup II II = sup 

. VES.L V VE8l 

I(x, Yv)1 
~ sup 

VESl, XE?'l; IIvllllxll 
=: deB. W). 
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The reversed inequality follows by the Schwartz inequality 

=: deB, W). 

Thus, 

as desired. 

IIn_W-vllllxll 
IIv·llllxll 

I{Wx, v)1 

o 

Rentark 3.9 In common system theoretic language, the Hankel nonn is interpreted as the induced nonn from 
£z-past inputs to £z-future outputs of a stable transfer function. The characterization of the misfit criterion 
in Theorem 3.8 and more particularly the expression deB, W) = II W-II.FIIH_ in the proof shows that the 
misfit can be interpreted as the induced nonn from the £z laws of the model B to the £2 modeling errors 

('Y' A .L ~ , 
e := n+ W v WIth v E B . 

Remark 3.10 The rationality of e in Theorem 3.8 is not essential. Since for all e E 11:;., 

the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.8 remains valid for the non-rational case. 

The relationship between Hankel norms and Hankel singular values of rational operators is well known [6] 
and yields the following corollary as an immediate consequence of Theorem3.8. 

CoroJJary 3.11 If B E Iffi:z and W E 'R1it then 

o ~ deB, W) ~ O"max(W) 

where O"max is the maximal Hankel singular value of W. 

4 Exact models 

o 

In this section we consid~r the problem of identifying all zero-misfit models for the data (2.1). This exact .. 
modeling problem amounts to parameterizing the set of all models B E Iffi:z which explain the data (2.1) in 
the sense that Wi E B for i = I, ... , N. The importance of this problem will be apparent in the next section 
where we reduce the approximate modeling problem to a special exact modeling problem. 

Let 

M := {e E 'R1i~ I Wi E B"",(e) for i = 1, ... ,N}. 

denote the family of all kernel representations of models which are compatible with (2.1). Assume that W is 
rational, i.e., 
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Assumption 4.1 WE R1it. 

Typical e{Camples of data sets satisfying assumption 4.1 include finite length time series w(O), '" , weT) 
which are either extended with zeros or identified with an exponentially weighted periodic signal of period 
T. Also, finite sets of frequency response measurements and polynomial exponential time-series satisfy 
Assumption 4.1. A study of data sets of this type appeared in [2]. We refer to [12] for a methodology 
to approximate data sets by polynomial-exponential time series which satisfy this assumption using risk 
minimization techniques. 

Recall that an ordered pair (G, "') where G, '" E R1i~ is called a lejt-coprimejactorization of W E 1it 
if W = G-'l"" detG =I 0 and every common left divisor of G and '" is a unit in n1i~. The set M is 
characterized in terms of left coprime factorizations of Was follows. (See, e.g. [In. 

Theorem 4.2 Suppose that Assumption 4.1 holds. Then there exists a left~c6prime factorization (Go, "'0) of 
W. Moreover, for all left-coprime factorizations (Go, Wo) ,of W there holds .. 

1. Go EM. 

2. B~(Go) is an autonomous system. 

3. Bo = Bm(Go) where Bo is defined in (2.6). 

4. M = {G I G = AGo with A E n1i~} 

In particular, the sets Bm(Go) and {AGo I A E n1i~} are independent of the left-coprime factorization 
(Go, Wo) of W. 

Proof. Existence of left-coprime factorizations of W has been shown in [8]. Let (Go, Wo) be any left 
coprime factorization of W. Since Wo E R1iz. it follows that n+Go W = n+ Wo = 0 which yields that 
Wi = Wei E Bm(Go) for all i = 1, ... ,N. Hence Go EM which proves part 1. If B = Bm(Go) and Go is 
co-inner then Theorem 3.5 and the fact that Go is square and full rank yields that B has complexity (m, n) 
with m = q - rank(eo) = O. Using Theorem 3.3 it is straightforward to see that m = 0 also if Go is not 
co-inner. Conclude from this that BmCGo) is autonomous which proves part 2. Using part 1, the inclusion 
Bo ;2 Bm(Go) is trivial in the proof of part 3. To prove the converse, recall that 

Since W is rational the set n+ W1it is finite dimensional and therefore closed. It therefore suffices to show 
that n+ W1iz S; ke~cn+ Go). To see this, let x E 1iz, and observe that 

n+Gon+ Wx = n+Go[Go1Wox -n_Go1Wox] = n+lI1ox - n+GoY = 0 

where we used that both Wox, and y := n~ Wx belong to 1iz.. Since x is arbitrary, this completes the proof 
of part 3. Part 4 is an immediate consequence of the first statement of Theorem 3.3, part 3 and the fact that 
GEM if and only if Bo S; Bm(G). 0 

Theorem 4.2 has the implication that all exact models for the data (2.1) can be generated from an arbitrary 
left-coprime factorization of W. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that the set Bo is included in any exact model 
of the data (2.1) satisfying the Assumption 4.1. Like in [1, 10], Bo will therefore be referred to as the 
most powerful unjalsified model associated with the data. Since Bo is uniquely defined by the data we write 
Bo = mpum(W). -
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5 Optimal approximate models 

The o/St main result of this section char~teQ.zes the set of all autonomous systems of given complexity and 
prescribed misfit level.' . 

Theorem 5.1 Let B E ~ and a > 0 be given and assume W E 'R1fi. Let al ~ ... ~ a" > 0 denote the 
., ordered Hankel singular values of W . . Then the following statements are equivalent 

1. B has complexityc(B) ~ (0, k) and mistitd(B, W) ~ a. 
-

2. a ~ ak+l and there exists Wk E 'R'Ht such that II W - WkIIH+ ~ a, deg(Wk) ~ k andB = mpum(Wk). 

Proof. (2 => 1). If B = mpum(Wk) then by Theorem 4.2, B is autonomous, Le. m(B) == O. Further 

m(B) = dim(B) = diinn+ Wk'HZ deg(Wk} ~ k 

which yields that c(B) ~ (0. k). Next, let e be a co-inner kernel representation of B. Using Theorem 3.8, 
we obtain ) 

/ 

d(B. W) = IIW~e~lIH- == II(~ - Wk)e~lIH_ = II(~ - Wk)hmEr'IIH_ 

~ II~ - WkIlH- = IjW - WkIlH+ ~ a 

which proves the implication. 

(1 => 2). Suppose that c(B) ~ (0. k) and deB. W) ~ a. By Coro]Iary3.4 there exiSts a co-inner kernel 
representation e of B. Define ns as the orthogonal projection onto B. Clearly, ns has rank k so that, using 
Theorem 3.8, we obtain ' . 

a ~ deB. W) = lI~e~IIH_ = lI~hme-IIH_ = II~(I - ns)lIH- = II~ - ~nSIlH_ 

~ ak+1 

since I n B is an orthogonal projection onto im e~. The last inequality follows from the fact that, since ns 
has rankk, n_ W~n!3 is, as a rank k approximantofn..: W~, never closer (in Hankel norm) than the optimal 
Hankel norm approximant. Hence, necessarily a ;;::. ak+l. Next, from Theorem 6.1 in [6] (or Theorem 20.1.1 
in [3]) we infer the existence of S E 'R'H"/;, such that 

a ~ deB. W) = II ~e~lIH- = II ~e~ - Slioo = II ~e~ - see~lIoo 

= lIye~ - s+e~ -.s_e~lIoo =\II~ s+ - S-lioo 

~ II(~ - S-)IIH_ = II W - S:-JIH+ 

.(5.1) 

Here, II . 1100 denotes the Coo norm, and se is decomposed as se = S+ + S_ with S+ E 'R'H"/;, and 
S_ En'H~. In (5.1) we used that e is inner, and that the negative Hankel norm of an operator is not larger 
than the infinity norm of the difference between that operator and any other operator in 'Hto ([3], pp. 435), 
We claim that Wk := S: satisfies the conditions mentioned in statement 2. Indeed, Wk E 'RHi and by (5.1) 
II W - Wk II H+ ~ a. Moreover, because S~ E 'H~ and es:;:, E 1i~, we find for all v E 1iz: 

n+en+ WkV = n+eWkV = n+e[e~S~ - S:;:']v = n+s~v - n+es:;:,v = O. 

It follows that n + Wk 'H2' S; B. Therefore we find 

which completes the proof. o 
J 
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Theorem 5.1 provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of bounded complexity and 
bounded misfit models for the data W. In words,-Theorem 5.1 claims that the set of all autonomous systemS 
of order less than or equal to k with misfit less than or equal to 17 is parameterized by the most powerful 
unfalsified models of the Hankel norm approximants Wk of W of McMillan degree at most k which satisfy 

, the upperbound II W - Wk II H+ ~ 17. Hence, the class of approximate autonomous models of the data set W is 
. characterized as the class of exact models of reduced data sets Wk that satisfy the conditions mentioned in 2. 

It is well-known [3, 6] that whenever 17 is not equal to one of the Hankel singular values of W, the set 
of all Wk E 1l1ti of McMillan degree less than or equal to k which satisfy II W - WkIlH+ ~ 17 can in 
fact be parameterized by means of a linear fractional transformation of an operator depending on W and a 
free parameter, Q E n1tt with II Qllco ~ 1. This parameterization can be used to actually generate the 
approximate models with complexity less than or equal to (0, k) and misfit less than or equal to 17. 

Theorem 5.1 shows in particular that 17 ~ t7k+ 1 is a necessary condition for the existence of k-th order models 
that explain the data W with accuracy 17. This clearly shows the natural trade-off between the desirable 
properties of low complexity and good fit. Indeed, accurate models (small (7) necessarily require relatively 
large complexity, whereas simple models (small k) have necessarily worse fit (large (7). 

Pareto optimal models are easily derived using the characterization of Theorem 5.1. The following result 
shows that Pareto optimal models precisely correspond to the most powerful unfalsified models of optimal 
Hankel norm approximants of the data W. 

Theorem 5.2 LetW E 1l1ti be given and letB E lBz have complexityc(B) (0, k) and mistitd(B, W) = 
17. Assume moreover that the Hankel singular value t7k(W) > 17k+! (W). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 

1. B is Pareto optimal for the data W, 

3. there exists an optimal Hankel norm approxJmant Wk of W of McMillan degree k such that 
B = mpum(Wk). 

Proof. (1 =} 2). Suppose thatBsatisfies the hypothesis. By Theorem 5.1, 17 ~ t7k+1. It therefore suffices 
to show that B is n6t Pareto optimal if 17 > t7k+l' This follows easily by letting Wk E 1l1ti be an optimal 
Hankel norm approximant of W of McMillan degree k and setting B' := mpum(lVk). Then 

c(B') ~ (0, k) = c(B) 

and 

Hence, B is not Pareto optimal. 

(2 =} 3). Let 17 = t7k+1. Using Theorem 5.1 we find that there exists Wk E 1l1ti with deg(Wk) ~ k and 
II W Wk IIH+ ~ t7k+l such that S = mpum(Wk). From the general theory of Hankel norm approximants [6] 
it is well known that any rank less than or equal to k approximant W£ of W.satisfies II W - W~ II H+ ~ t7k+ 1. 

Hence II W - Wk II H+ = t7k+ 1 so that Wk is an optimal Hankel norm approximant of W. 

(3 =} 1). Let Wk be an optimal Hankel norm approximant of W of degree less than or equal to k, and let 
B = mpum(Wk). Firstly, this implies that if B' E lE:2, c(B') ~ c(B) then m(B') = 0, nCB') ~ k and 

deBt, W) = II r(l ITB')IIH_ = II r - rITB'I1B- ~ t7k+1 = deB, W) 

Secondly, if B' .E lE:2, c(B') < c(B) then c(B') = (0, k') with k! < k. By the same argument it follows that 

d(B', W) ~ t7k'+l ~ 17k+! = deB. W) 
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/ 

which proves the implication 

deBt, W) ~ d(B, W) => c(B') ~ C;(B). 

We conclude that B is Pareto optimal by definition 2.7. o 

The following conceptual and constructive procedure can be used to obtain models of bounded complexity \ 
and bounded misfit. This algorithm is suggested in [6]. 

Algorithm 1: Given the data (2.1) and the numbers k ~ 0 and 0' > O. 

1. Define the rational function W E n'Hi according to (2.3). 

2, Compute the ordered Hankel singular values 0'1 ~"' •• ~ O'n > 0 of Wand verify whether 0' ~ O'k+1. 

3. If O'k > 0' > O'k+l define the augmented operator 

W<!(z) := (WJZ) w~Z») 
where w(z) = 0'(~+1), i.e., IIw(z)IIH+ = 0'. Otherwis~ take w(z) = 0, 

4. Let W~k) bean optimal Hankel norm approximant of McMillan degreek to WO' (see [6]) and let Wk be 
the truncation of W~k)" to the augmented operator, W" will then satisfy II W - w" II H+ ~ 0'. 

5. Let W" = 8 k1'11k be a left coprime factorization over n'H~ of Wk. 

6. Put B = B ... (8,,). , 

This procedure results in models B E ~ of complexity c(B) = (O,k) and misfit d(B, W) ~ 0'. As shown in 
Theorem 5.2 such a model is Pareto optimal if and only if 0' = O'k+1. 

Remark 5.3 We emphasize the conceptual nature of Algorithm 1. It requires the explicit construction of the 
high order rational matrix W as input for a Hankel norm approximation routine. A more direct construction 
of W" on the basis of the original data is a'topic of further investigation. 

Theorem 5.1 characterizes a class of autonomous systems. This may seem restrictive at first sight but 
Theorem 3.3 together, with the properties of the misfit function mentioned in ReIIiark 2.4 provide a simple 
parameterization of a class of models with prescribed complexity and bounded misfit. 

Theorem 5.4 Let B have complexity c(B) (0, k) and mistit d(B, W) ~ 0'. Then all models Bf E ~ with 
B S; B' have mistit d(B, W) :::; 0'. In particular, if B = B ... (8), then for all A E n'H~ the system 

B' :'= B.(A8) 

hasmistitd(B, W) ~ 0'. 

Proof. Immediate from the Definition 2.3, Remark 2.4 and the characteriZation of subspace inclusions given 
in Theorem 3.3. . 0 

Remark 5.5 Theorem 5.4 therefore provides a class of models 

rnr =( B' = B.(A8) I A E n'H~ } 
of guaranteed misfit level 0' which is generated by the autonomous system Bu.( 8). By Theorem 3.5, individual 
elements B = B ... (A8) E lW have complexity (m, n) with 

m = q - rank(A8) 
n= deg(A8) 

Since m equals the dimension of the input space of B this class obviously includes non-autonomous systems. 
We finally remark that these mod~ls need not be Pareto optimal if m > 0. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this paper we developed a method for optimal approximate modeling of time series. Both the complexity 
and the misfit between model and data have been defined in a representation independent way. The misfit 
resembles a data weighted gap distance between the model and the most powerful unfalsified model of the 
given data. It has been shown that the complexity can be expressed in terms of rank,properties of normalized 
kernel representations. The misfit function has been characterized as the Hankel norm of an operator which 
is associated with the data and a co-inner kernel representation of the model. 

These characterizations have been used to parameterize a class of optimal approximate models as exact 
models of related data sets. It has been shown that these models satisfy a Pareto optimality condition and that 
these models can be generated by perfonning optimal Hankel norm reductions on the data matrix. 

The approximate modeling procedUre discussed here is based on the assumption that the Laplace transform 
of the data is rational and belongs to 'Hi. In the time domain, this includes pOlynomial-exponential data, 
impulse responses oNinear time-i!lvariant lumped systems and many other signals of practical interest. In 
P?rticular, finite support time-series or~y finite set of frequency responses can be treated in the presented 
frarqework. We believe that the assumption on rationality of W can be replaced by the weaker condition that 
W is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with~~ut affecting the main results of the paper. 

The characterization of Pareto optimal approximate models as exact models of Hankel reduced data sets 
constitutes the main theoretical result of this paper. The presented algorithm for the computation of these 
models are conceptual of nature 'and are not intended as well suited numerical procedures}or computing 
optimal approximate models. However, it should be emphasized that state space techniques can be used to 
completely implement the.proposed method with purely algebraic manipulations on state space matrices. 

The methpd proposed here bas obvious implications for problems related to data reduction. More specifically, 
.data sets consisting of finite samples· of signal spectra can be' condensed using the described methods. 
Generalizations to frequency weighted misfit functions can be easily incorporated in the presented framework 
but have not been discussed in the present paper. . 
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